
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD MUSIC ALBUM REVIEW

Ally-Jane Grossan, co-editor of How to Write About Music, shares advice on the art of writing an album review â€“
including tips from the experts and an exercise to .

I think that's a shame, partly because writing album reviews is my job , but mostly because I think music is
important: it deserves to be discussed and evaluated properly, and no one's come up with a better way of doing
it. But I think one of the greatest books about rock music ever written is the late Ian MacDonald 's astonishing
anatomical study of the Beatles' oeuvre, Revolution in the Head , which is so reliant on close textual study that
it comes with a glossary of musical terms attached. One is the type you used to see in the backs of music
magazines, short little things to give the reader a sense of the music and then offering some sort of judgment
as to whether they're worth picking up. Every now and then a spot on my review schedule opens up, and I
need something fast, and the first place I look is that slush pile shelf. Group songs together when punctuating a
particular point and single out those that deserve particular attention. And then I just smooth it all together into
a legible story. It is a supreme challenge to stay organized while keeping up with all the work. Pay attention to
the concepts, the themes, and the metaphors; peel back the layers. Marc Woodworth, in his introduction to the
chapter on the album, reminds a writer of album reviews to write on their own terms. First listen to the record
from start to finish at least twice and begin to write down your first impressions. Imagine the listener is
reading your review along with the music; make them feel it. And, even though I am currently on an indefinite
hiatus from the scenes of music journalism, I enjoy spreading wisdom about the workings of this wonderful
medium. Stay Neutral This is a very important one. If you agree or disagree with what he writes, feel free to
text him at  Far too often, critics make judgments with the intention of reinforcing the brand of the outlet
they're writing for, or even worse, their own "personal brand" that might help them stand out among a sea of
other critics jockeying for attention online. That, and don't dismiss the new PJ Harvey album in 38 words. Not
only will this make the whole process more enjoyable and interesting, it will provide you with an opportunity
to stand out over your peers. But more importantly, be sincere. In the twenty-first century there are hundreds
of magazines, thousands of music blogs, YouTube channels, newspapers, etc. Or would I openly admit my
biases and minimize my role as a critic, hoping to simply write something that might entertain the reader and
offer them an opinion that they could either take or leave? Focus on Structure You are to lead your reader, not
dump them into a ball pit of scattered information. Often, I just move on to the next album. This research is
not only for fact-gathering purposes, but also to understand how meaning is created and reinforced throughout
the media, how publicity might have affected how people are writing about the music in question, and whether
or not any of it aligns with my personal beliefs.


